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Editor’s Introduction

This volume is the tenth in the series of annual Samplers featuring
the best prose, poetry, & graphic arts published by Scriptor Press in the
past year.

2008 was a watershed year, the one much of the world had been
waiting for, & countless numbers were working toward. After nearly a
decade of wildly destructive American empire-building, an election
occurred, & the majority of voters chose hope & change. Coming days
brim with possibility & peril. Nobody can forecast what the world will
look like a year from now.

So you are not alone if you carry around many hopes & fears.
The following pages document in many voices & many forms this truth.
There is comfort in crossing over, listening. Perhaps pass this volume
along when you have heard your fill.

Raymond Soulard, Jr.
Editor & Publisher

Scriptor Press
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Joe Ciccone 

Deep Intellect, Daily Raisins, or the Counter-Clockwise Clock

Which of these three have I passed on to you,
my darling-of-the-morning, swinging near and far?

My mind’s eye wakes and sleeps in American time,
where factory hours break it down and build it up again,

until dreams that would excite become work that earns
and all we see are the ties that bind.

Through stone and fire and the cold dawn
I held fast to the thread of a child’s mind,

and now my child I give that hope to you.
Brain of our brain, heart of our heart,

may you stake a wage in the here and now,
but always fly to the sweeter places in your mind.

Teacups and sugar plums and little silver plates,
shotguns and hammers, and thousand dollar gates—

these I’ll show you while I’m here,
although someday you will travel these roads alone.

Clocks move forward, raisins are not that good,
and intellect is a term used by the blind.
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A Dream Life

It used to be that dreams were better,
a place through which to walk free or fly.
While life was garbled and dim,
sleep brought clearer pictures and half-decent scenes.

Since I met you sleep’s solace no longer calls;
your eyes alone are what soothe.
My paradise exists in the here and now,
in your touch, and in the promise of a family.

These days I’m lonesome in sleep,
even though you lay beside me.
I no longer feel at home among
the crude shadows and shades of dreams.

If paradise exists, it comes in waves;
when you walk through the door I am saved.
This is how it will be,
until we know each other only in dreams.

Summer Place

Through dim summer places I tote my crude mission,
beyond the drumming in the blank harbour,
to a time when sky-horses were plunged inside their moons.

But I spend these days trying to forget the harbour,
and the bouyant strains of birds that promised me everything
in their college suits as they lectured on Donne.

Inside the walls of youth the most wicked battles are fought;
where shades of hair matched the hair inside my computer.
In horizons of clear fluid I donned a rusty needle.

High atop the lights that crowned the squeaky buildings I deranged.
I deranged in winds that blew cold but I could not feel them.
I deranged with friends that met me there and led me further.

Then what did I do?
I picked a single note and built a song around it.
I heard a siren wail so I burned an entire city.
I closed a laughing can to hear the darkness better.
I bled into a well already full from bleeding.
I sent for someone who had also sent for me.
I carried a pen that burped and stuttered.
I watched a house leap into the ocean.
I built a telephone of wax.
I cried acid tears.
I broke down.
I spoke.
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Raymond Soulard, Jr. 

Letter to President-elect Barack Obama

December 13, 2008
3:46 p.m.

CoffeeTime Coffeehouse
Portland, Oregon

Dear President-elect Obama,

I am writing to congratulate you on being elected President of the
United States. It was thrilling to be part of your campaign, to witness the hopes
your campaign raised translated into a thorough victory on November 4, a
clearly enunciated statement by millions repudiating the policies & attitudes
ruling the world this past 8 years. George W. Bush’s time is over. He will leave
office this coming January a disgraced, humiliated man. A spectacular failure.
A would-be King now shown a humbled fool. Between the hopes your campaign
spoke toward again & again, & the deep, abiding loathing for Bush, your victory
became more & more likely, & then happened.

Wow. It really happened. Since then you have been readying to take
office, selecting your Cabinet & others who will join you in Washington, D.C.
I was particularly pleased by your choice of Hillary Clinton for Secretary of
State. I think she will be terrific in the role of mending international relations,
repairing the tattered American image. She is a brilliant woman & I’m sure will
work tirelessly for peace & reconciliation. I also admire your commitment to a
bi-partisan Cabinet. Some, frankly, do not. Many are progressives, & already
halfway off your bandwagon. Don’t want to believe you will keep promises,
don’t want to get fooled again. Some talk as though you’re already in office,
breaking promises left & right.

Sir, I don’t bear such doubts. I am certain you are intending to keep
promises & do good by all. I believe in your intelligence, your heart, & most of
all, your empathy toward others. I believe you when you say you wish to be the
leader of one nation & will work with any who will work with you, & will

Horizon, Blue Field, Steel Rising
(Regarding a drive through Iowa, January, 2004)

Rock Island Line caboose, so strange in a diner back-lot
on a midwest winter afternoon.
It must’ve flown in and died in the night,
and still I’m wandering, four years later,
along the memory of this memory,
before the flood and the wine and the promise made me over.

“Handsome Molly” was the song sung in the motel evening.
“Shut the fuck up!” was the response, barked
like an quarterback’s audible from the next room.
I had driven that Jeep far into the sky;
the haystacks had faces painted on them but said nothing.
Something silver rose toward heaven.

I raced toward my life, thinking,
“Where is my love tonight?”
I left my youth on the highway’s naked shoulder,
sitting alone in a fetid courtyard, with a warm six-pack,
clouds moving purposeful across a fair prairie sunset.
Something got scared and ran under the bed.

I was moving into a more manageable theme,
old friends fading backwards into darkness,
but not forever; friendship is the endless circle.
The next day I would ride those roads a man,
toward my soul, safe with my bride.
Lonesome highways still call; my love knows I listen.
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listen to all who speak.
I believe there will be both victories & defeats, better & worse days.

Bush is soon gone, but his kind—the iniquitous of this world who feed on the
suffering of others, their vulnerabilities, sometimes their ignorance—goes on
& on. The human soul may pitch toward stars, open-handed to every living
being, a mortal thing ringed with countless coronas of musics, even as it may
also ignore all sufferings or sensations not its own, take from others while wearing
a bland, righteous mask, judge a skin color or a genital kind or a language or a
philosophical or a political opinion enough to damn another, burn down his
house, annihilate his loved ones, leave him gutted & dying on an empty street.

Thus it can be reasonably said that you continue along others’ steps as
much as you begin anew. There will be doubters & those who resist your ideas
about one American family, much less one human family or one planetary
family. People often will fall back on two questions: what’s in it for me & mine?
What do I have to give up for others, & why? Each of us, to some reasonable or
unreasonable degree, will be watching how you govern from this perspective.
As hard as getting elected was, & as improbable as that victory, what’s to come
will utterly overshadow it.

The American economy, & by extension the global economy, has been
reduced to a shambles. Two unfinished wars continue in Iraq & Afghanistan.
Regional wars threaten in half a dozen parts of the world. The environment’s
condition is deteriorating even as powerful interests will try to continue American
addiction to foreign oil—not to mention its lack of affordable healthcare for
millions.

The litany of woes goes on & on. There is always, frankly, a litany of
woes. Mortal things suffer. We love & break up, we are lonely, we are sick, we
die. Most of us labor all our lives just to survive, to retire for a few elderly years
of sitting in the sunshine, feeling worn out & useless. The elite among us, not
among the millions of wage slaves, fare better along the way, but still end up in
a box or an urn. Just a prettier one.

What I come back to, what I find the moveable space in all this, what
I call the imaginal space of possibilities, is what resides, figuratively at last, in
the human heart. What got you elected was not policy so much as a persistent
tapping at these secret, precious, vulnerable places. A dark-skinned man has
never led this race-wounded nation. A still-young man who grew up poor,
fatherless, lived some years overseas, worked very hard & gained his entrance
into the finest universities in the land. Well-spoken does not describe your
speeches. They cry, they ring, they summon, they urge to heal, to unite. After a
dark, bloody, shameful decade, infested with lies, with brutality, with ever-

increasing disappointments & diminishing prospects, you stood up & said,
“Yes, We Can.” You talked, in words both plain & golden, of hope, of change.
You shifted the cultural dialogue from tomorrow’s next calamity to tomorrow’s
new possibility. Your opponents mocked you & called your words pretty, empty,
delusional. Each one mis-read what people wanted. Each promised to be a
knight against encroaching darkness, a parent checking under the bed & in the
closets for monsters. You didn’t. You simply said, “Get up, check the closets
with me, now under the bed. The worst monsters live in your hearts. Now you
remember. Now you know.”

I believe, Mister President-elect, Barack, that you will do well, that
you are suited for this great, hard task. You will push this nation & the world as
a whole toward smarter, kinder, & eventually more prosperous days. You will
lead & inspire. Others will listen, will find a model to emulate in one way or
many. As always, what good that happens will not annihilate suffering or
selfishness or plain stupidity. Neither fullest moon’s beauty nor bloodthirstiest
war lasts perpetually. Or perhaps, more accurately, life shifts between them,
strangely allows & accommodates both. There will always be beauty. There will
always be war.

You know what you have to do, your many tasks, the many expectations,
countless possibilities & pitfalls. Mysteries beyond view, unknowable turns of
fortune. Tonight, some seven weeks from when you take your oath of office, I
am thinking of you with love, with respect, with a deep sense of fraternity with
you, & with every possible good wish that you will succeed more often than
fail, move the world into clearer air, deeper awareness of our better impulses &
of each other. Tonight, I am with you in heart & spirit, I am hopeful, nothing
is impossible. We can do this. Yes, we can.

Peace & love,
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Ric Amante 

Pilgrim’s Progress

If you keep at it long enough, it becomes dream.
Existence is registered, addressed, released.
The self drops away
as the eyes become camera
focused by a spirit
without time or agenda.
And just when will this happen,
how long will it take,
where do faith, fate, or luck figure in?
So just go back to that age
when the earth was glacial,
or somewhere beyond where it’s
fire, dust, or ice—
yet now this rare interval
of flesh close and precious,
a sojourn in the guest-house
of an inscrutable host.
You’re lying in bed with a lover
you’re lying in bed with cancer
you’re lying in bed but also
sitting in a chair by the window
regarding the play of her hair on the pillow,
watching a dagger unfold in your side.

Victor Vanek
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 Rites of Passage

On the C train Saturday midnight
well-dressed packs of college kids
resume their alcoholic migration
from the watering-holes of Allston/Brighton
to the Serengeti of dance clubs off Boylston.
Boisterous, lewd, impetuous,—
exuding volatile fragrances,
natural and synthetic—
they swarm then clot the fare-box
before tippling down the length of the car
like a wounded Chinese dragon.
The females tenuously flaunt cleavage and rump
while the males posit, preen, and half-straddle,
but the atmosphere isn’t so much erotic as faltering—
colts and fillies with a taste of jimsonweed
rushing half-blind and giddy to the hay.

Boomerang

The bodhisattvas gladly return
because nirvana makes no sense
and so much help is needed here.
That train conductor who spotted you fare
when hearing you were unemployed
and on your way to an interview.
The black sheriff in Sparks, Nevada
who brought you a pork chop dinner
from the diner next door
then drove you to the highway on-ramp.
Mrs. Gonsalves at the free clinic
who listened to your crisis
as if it were HER life imploding.
The bodhisattvas gladly return,
gladly offer their reasons for doing so.
“Nirvana is a spiritual contradiction.
A blissful haven for those
who have extinguished the self?—
how intrinsically selfish!
The purpose of enlightenment
to knock you out of the loop
and deposit a perfected something
or nothing in a place of formless,
changeless eternity?—dreary, unimaginative!
Astrophysicists know the universe
is ever expanding, that the stardust we are
has no ending or destination,
so to maintain a concrete
or conceptual location exists
where Buddha, Christ, Mohammed
and other awakened ones finally come to a halt—illogical.”
We’ll all be returning, they say,
some more helpful than others,
refining our service and love
with a word or a gift or a life—
then another.
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David Hartley 

Hartley’s Righteous Rants

And in the end, the love you take,
is equal to the love you make

—The Beatles, 1969

Marijuana as Ancient and Modern Healer

A recent article at Slate.com1 discusses what I have long suspected
regarding the anti-bacterial property of cannabis. My own theory is sourced in
the Bible of all places. Linguists have shown that the word cannabis is of Semitic
origin and was unknown in Greek language, so in the translation from Aramaic/
Hebrew to Greek scribes incorrectly chose the word calamus, instead of cannabis.
In the Old Testament, God gave the command to manufacture the holy
anointing oil. God was very specific in those days. He said that myrrh, cinnamon,
cassia, and the sweet fragrant flowers of calamus were to be distilled, as a perfumer
would do, into olive oil. The formula was specific and is about four pounds of
calamus flowers distilled with cinnamon and myrrh (many species of this now-
extinct tree contain high levels of alkaloids, some of which are psychedelic like
DMT) into two quarts of oil. An extremely potent concoction. God also imposed
rules and regulations regarding the use and limits of this oil, as one would a
powerful drug. One such rule is that it must be controlled by the priests and
cannot be used outside temple or given to just anyone. This oil was used to
anoint Christian priests and heal the sick of the Jewish elite.

Jesus Christ means the “anointed one.” One of his breaks with Jewish
law occurred when he used the oil to heal the impoverished sick of leprosy and
blindness and skin infections by pouring large amounts of this oil over them,
and then after awhile plunging them into the river to wash off the remaining
oil in a baptism. This must have been a very intense experience not only for the
patient, but for anyone witnessing this event. Seeing God and having your
disease cured in a single act of one man with a bottle of oil would be seen as a

 Memories of Grandfather

An older bridge
in quieter times.
April’s gray ice
snagging then crashing
in the falling of waters.
Grandfather’s pale pink flesh
in a pale yellow shirt
smelling of cigars and cologne,
sweat and aging.
He takes you by the hand
over ill-spaced planks
pulling you, terrified, along,
because the river’s white snarl
will suck you under
if you look too long and hard.

An older man
in quieter times
crossing a bridge
with his grandson.
An undying Sunday afternoon
soothing the crush of the milltown.
The workers now drinkers
ringing the heavy oak tables
of the Franco-Belgian Club,
and among the beer,
cards, smoke, and laughter
a six year-old boy
sipping cream soda with a straw,
thinking happily to himself—
“so this is what old men do.”
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the purpose of the DEA is to maintain high street prices. This regulatory power
falls under the commerce clause in the Constitution and has precedent in past
cases where farmers were sued by the feds for using a small portion of their own
wheat crop to make bread for their own consumption. It is twisted logic but
this is what we are dealing with. Stare decisis (the principle in common law of
adhering to precedent when deciding a legal case)can create some strange
mutations of law over time.

As for the Court, the so-called liberal justices sided with the feds and
the so-called conservative justices sided with California. Judge Thomas’s
dissenting statements for the minority are, in my opinion, the correct and wiser
opinions.5 Judge Stevens wrote a statement for the majority and, in my opinion,
incorrectly placed the broad powers of federal regulatory agencies over the rights
of individuals, human and civil rights, and over states’ rights to regulate medicine
and agriculture. The judges were unanimous in the opinion that the legislative
branch is the place to enact and repeal these laws not the court.

I do not think people realize the full implications of this landmark
case. If you grow corn in your garden you can be arrested, fined, and jailed by
the Justice Department. Try to apply for farm subsidies to grow a dozen corn
plants. If you do not, you are manufacturing illegal food. And you better sell
that corn to a government certified business. Don’t eat it yourself because if you
do, you are undermining price controls. If you are a professional corn farmer,
you are growing for the biggest yield per acre. You are paid by the weight of
corn delivered to the storage facility. The quality and environmental impact of
the corn, as well as the life of the farmer and the community and the greater
society’s future, are not considered. Farmers are forced to plant Monsanto’s
franken-corn and utilize machinery and chemicals on huge areas of land to stay
in business at all. This corn is practically inedible to humans. It is used to make
starch and high fructose corn syrup and animal feed.

I hope you see where I am going with this by now. The feds will
prosecute this factory farm ban under the commerce clause. Even with a more
conservative court Propositon 2 may very well fail based in part on the medical
marijuana defeat. California still stands defiant against the feds over medical
marijuana. The DEA still raids homes and dispensaries, seizing plants, etc. They
just don’t arrest anyone anymore for fear of risking another go round in court.
This will not end without a national law defining a difference between marijuana
and hemp, and providing support for individual rights and states’ rights over
federal regulations, where it is appropriate for the common good.

I would not wait for this new administration to act on this. I hope they
do, but Clinton/Reno arrested way more patients and doctors than W.Bush/

miracle, even today. I think that the holy anointing oil was a powerful drug of
anti-bacterial, anti-viral, and psyche-altering properties. In this light, the Jesus
story makes much more sense. Who could doubt he was the Son of God? Who
would not follow him after witnessing these healing miracles and hearing about
the cosmic consciousness attained by those so healed?

It is overwhelming to contemplate what the world would be like had
these early Greek scribes used the correct word. How one little mistake in
translation can totally alter the course of the world forever!

Cannabis was often used by most ancient Semitic tribes. There are
large stone pots that are coated with burned cannabis resin and seeds.
Archeological finds indicate that piles of cannabis flowers were burned in a tent
or hut, like a smoke lodge.

Cannabis flowers are still offered as sacrament in this way by Ethiopian
Coptic Christians, the earliest Christian sect, I believe, as well as possibly being
descendants of one of the lost tribes of Israel.

******

Proposition 2: Thoughts on its Precedents and Future

I congratulate the people of California for recently passing Proposition
2.2 This is the new law banning meat factory farming. This is another great day
for animals and people and the environment. Everyone involved in this
movement deserves a great deal of appreciation. It has been a long time coming.
Although this law is a huge step forward, we still have a long way to go. Similar
laws need to be enacted in every state to truly effect the changes that this law
promises. If your state allows for ballot initiatives, get the petitions signed now.
Or pressure your state representatives to enact similar legislation. If we do not
continue to build on the momentum of Prop 2 across the states, all may be lost.

A bit of recent history for perspective. Proposition 2153 in California,
which allowed for medical marijuana with a prescription, passed in 1996. It
was brought before the Supreme Court in 2005 in Gonzales vs. Raich.4 This
case is very similar in some key ways. Basically the case came down to neither
medical nor marijuana issues. The government successfully prosecuted this law
by a narrow majority because marijuana is hemp and hemp is a federally regulated
crop (yes, banning is regulating). The regulation of marijuana is the same as
wheat, corn, etc. The government contended that the legal growing of marijuana
by individuals for their own use would undermine the federal price controls by
reducing demand on black market marijuana. The government asserted that
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3 Proposition 215 added Section 11362.5 to the California Health and Safety Code,
which:

1. Exempts patients and defined caregivers who possess or cultivate marijuana
for medical treatment recommended by a physician from criminal laws
which otherwise prohibit possession or cultivation of marijuana.

2. Provides physicians who recommend use of marijuana for medical
treatment shall not be punished or denied any right or privilege.

3. Declares that the measure is not be construed to supersede prohibitions of
conduct endangering others or to condone diversion of marijuana for non-
medical purposes.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_Proposition_215_(1996)]

4 Gonzales v. Raich (previously Ashcroft v. Raich), 545 U.S. 1 (2005)

5 “Respondent’s local cultivation and consumption of marijuana is not ‘Commerce
... among the several States.’ Certainly no evidence from the founding fathers
suggests that ‘commerce’ included the mere possession of a good or some personal
activity that did not involve trade or exchange for value. In the early days of the
Republic, it would have been unthinkable that Congress could prohibit the local
cultivation, possession, and consumption of marijuana.”
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gonzales_v._Raich]

* * * * * *

Ashcroft did. The Drug War is the first step towards a global police state. The
War on Terror is the second.

The new factory farm bill will end up in court. When it does, and if it
is defeated, things will probably be worse than they are now. Mega-Agra
corporations will use this case to increase their powers. They will throw more
money at this than we can ever hope to match. I think our only option is to
pass similar laws in as many states as possible as quickly as possible, while
pressuring Congress and the new President to pass laws that will stop this horrible
abuse of animals, people, and the environment. Also support food labeling
laws, like “contains genetically modified organisms” or, better yet, “this meat is
part of an abused  animal that suffered greatly its entire short life, and was
cruelly slaughtered just before it would have died from corn poisoning.”

If food was labeled so the consumer knew what they were eating and
was given an alternative choice, things would be different. It is also important
to re-legalize hemp as a crop for too many reasons to list if this article is to not
become a book.

Please, everyone interested in making this world a more sustainable
and peaceful place, get involved now. We are not as unified as we could be and
need to be. We are up against a systemic global economic and military machine
that exists for exploitation of all, for money. We need to have the same singularity
of purpose as they do if we are going to be effective. Let’s watch closely the
forces that will rise in opposition to Proposition 2. Follow the money back to
the source and fight them as a united people exercising our last remaining rights
in a focused movement of compassionate action. Love is more powerful than
greed. Expressing love through thoughtful action will bring change.

Notes

1 Amanda Schaffer, “High Expectations: Research into Medical Marijuana Grows
up,” 11/6/2008, http://www.slate.com/id/2203922
2 The California Secretary of State’s summary from the Official Voter Information
Guide of Proposition 2 is as follows:

1. Requires that calves raised for veal, egg-laying hens and pregnant pigs be
confined only in ways that allow these animals to lie down, stand up, fully
extend their limbs and turn around freely.

2. Exceptions made for transportation, rodeos, fairs, 4-H programs, lawful
slaughter, research and veterinary purposes.

3. Provides misdemeanor penalties, including a fine not to exceed $1,000
and/or imprisonment in jail for up to 180 days.

[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proposition_2]
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Raymond Soulard, Jr. 

Many Musics
(second series, excerpts)

“Beware & be aware.”

i. Intaglio

What else, not shown by lights,
 what leans back in shadow,
touches & moves from afar,
 leaves a print by chance,
  call it history, call the world
an effect of what does not plain
 travel city streets.

******

iv. Totemic

Music twists new sugars from
 ripe debris, pulsing iron streetlamps,
sentiment for a voice in shapely
 remain. Shifting faces, some sweet hours
of moonlight’s easy wane. Yet some
 still wait a melody, a man’s long death

in an old house, his memories the
 fine thing of love & delusion. A woman
tends her stripling, ducks old wants
 in the child’s bathwater, makes him
splash & laugh. Others too, countless,
 by the species, by the fallen soldier, in turn.

******
Gwyllm Llwydd
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xvi. Empathy

What difference between carriage’s angry
 push & several muddied blouses?
What difference between old men easily
 debating war & the bombs made for
market noons? If a beggar looks close
 at you, is this sacred or shameful new space?

Talk of love, talk of empathy, rant on
 the burning blankness through world’s
old heart. Confess indifference, cry ignorance,
 keen to being less than a stripling in
first night’s squall. Eat the new pill &
 care for a shining hour or two.

Some other night in giving arms &
 the world a fine sweet to be enjoyed
slowly. Past dawn believe something
 salves the closest wounds. Changed for
every change, every new broken high,
 every bed, why unloved, alone.

Tonight someone suffers. Must a sage
 exhume to say you suffer too?

******

xii. Conflation

“And only a red mane flickered in the abyss.”
—Czeslaw Milsosz

The poor man waits his hour of fame,
 his flaring moment when every lost
night in drink & broken sex, every foul
 master given a kiss & a salute,
& the touch of sunset beauty
 & soft friendly fur & lamenting croon

quiet enough to undo your fists, makes
 you remember what you work hard not to,
when all of it will come together & explain.
 Reward. Waits, as though his suffering
a cause, debris ripe upon their new
 spark & bloom, new kissing melody,

not the wicked of waste patient for an
 arriving light. Waits, all his life’s blood
on this dreamed hour’s canvas, & how its final,
 telling stroke nears! So close, tells his friends,
each sodden in his own liquid cursing hour
 of hope. Night passes, common stars & frost

by the freeway, their disillusion arrives kindly
 in diminishing breaths.

******
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xxv. Reconcile

Was it Cambridge? I think I
 remember. Yet what shade’s measure
between remembrance’s curling scent
 & nostalgia’s stink? I ask like an
answer’s to be made or found. There
 is little but blood & consequence.

Was it Cambridge? I think I learned
 little, maybe nothing. The years from
this courtyard to yonder sea. I wrote
 musics til wallet gone, breaths left.
Now return to these tables & trees in
 their electric stars. Bells ring. Little, nothing.

Is it Cambridge? midst broken branches
 of endless war, I ask. Or just fear,
another tide, dark tickling music about
 loss. Wounds pale, blood within strides on.
If I lean in will a final word grasp
 my face & move my black stick?

Is it Cambridge? I am trying
 to remember. The lamps, the sirens,
the striding skirts & beaus. What
 shade’s measure between this hungry
night & a thousand others on
these bricks? Blood & consequence.

It is Cambridge. I know the books
 & money well. I know the clockpiece
titan yonder & the stroll of rich ass
 below. The line of taxis, the piss
of tramps, the puzzle among chessplayers
 & their laugh, grumbling resolve.

xviii. Weaving

Tonight someone suffers. No water,
 empty bowl, two pillows for one head.
A sack of cold coins, a palsied try
 reading wise leaves. War where once
a city, now the markets burn, neighbors
 blankly clutch for what remains.

Blood & breath skein all close, your life
 a weaving each to all. Someone suffers.
Turn away & there another. Turn again
 to scrape free of what bonds, hearts
crossing loins, shared mystery of want
 & water. Tonight someone suffers.

Walk, then run from that keening croon
 for a god, some far place of rest.
Return, in your time, to this hour,
 a gift of colored glass, elixir’s glowing
test, a wide open eye in love, now. Nothing
 divides us but the walls hands have made.

Tonight someone suffers. No wall, empty bowl.
 Kind solitude become angry, a crooning
corrode. Yours to bear another’s music,
 & another’s, bear many musics, til a
break, a clear shine, til what else reveals.

******
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War becomes common one day, its news
 blithely told from one sheered heart
to the next. Kindness ranges down from
 shared drink to relaxed fists. From a
calliope of faces like the sky’s sparkling
 pool to maps of borders & waiting slaughter.
This is not peace. What lost? What next?
 What mending waits for each & all?

******

xxxiv. News from War

Small bombs half-made lie among
 icons & manifestos. In the other room
a lone singing, self remembers & soothes self.

Once, at a signal, we too hid our children
 under the family’s prize piano, listened
to small heartbeats impossibly quick. No more.

The singing stops. Listens. Picks up
 another clay dish. Resumes the song
about a forgotten town, in flames.

******

This is Cambridge, my old love, my
 clearest shivering melody for a
pup’s leaning years & perhaps an old
 scholar’s to come. I came a thousand
just to see tonight if so. A look, a kiss,
release. I remember, fine, & move on.

******

xxx. Not Peace

War becomes common one day, pain
 another scrub in the yard, despair
an eventual way of easy breathing.
 Embattled dreams a yea to the worst
of it all, & a question: when did wish
 for the next become want of what lost?

This is not peace. Calm bearded fanatic
 & his stained leaflet for every downtown
soul, artful tracing a web of ending,
 a delicious nightmare of the saved
& the soiled. Not peace. A clumsy knock
 back at him & he cries free speech
for one & all! til the cages ready.

Tonight in the avenue glare & strange
 pressing bodies, the eager chew of
hours, dark tickling music hues the
 air with its lyric about heart’s rootless
tangle, angry refrain about empire’s
 pathless source. This is not peace.
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lvi. Night Riders

I heard an old love travelled across the country after she left me,
 became a lesbian, found her way into new bedrooms by a picture of her
nude, new crop-haired, smiling in a bathtub. Her father disowned her,
 I heard.

Beauty is sexual! The old bigot cried,
 & his ragged school still echo the lines.

I heard another love got to be a mama, gave those haunted fingers
 & crooning thighs to a bleating newborn, & I wished her well,
remembered that fine ass on another night, begging punishment
 & relief.

Beauty is sexual, the old bigot leers from his tall hill,
 eye the way each book in the pile tips him a bit higher.

There were others, each burning deep inside lace or cotton. Each
 calling some hour love with me, finding in my eyes or touch
carnality’s best path, its blind blowing wash to new seas,
 its ferocious beast’s answer called God.
Again, if possible.

Beauty is sexual! The old bigot still among us, still wanting the belt
 a little tighter, still right about nothing much that matters.

You were years ago, & you, & you. But you’d know me yet,
 I ride the same chaos you bore those nights, I still believe
in that look each of you gave me, the one that said human history
 was emerging, caterwauling from your breasts & belly, & its cause
hid in swamps & stars I’d cry & never know.

******

xxxviii. Demise: A Wish

Better than deathless kingdoms of men,
bury me in the wordless glare,
burn me & my every raucous page,
puff my ash to woods & stars;

Let me out of man-dreamed eternals,
little faith in men unbound by mortality,
all its gods & heavens will still garb in
commandments & roar with primal bloodlust;

Burn me in the glare, let specks
of my being feed tree or star or hungry
trout, so much the better, not to die
another ragged man buried in undone vows;

Bury me, burn me, the desert I scatter
will remember, the sea sweet a touch
to what I was, stars & woods will shine
on because once I shone; and, if not,
there’s a pretty idea to a short, hard being
& a long, windblown forgetting.

******
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 lx. In Strange Service

“What purpose?” I ask the Beast in dreams,
 when we’d prowled & pursued each other
while. “To what purpose?”

“Some eat others,” he growled.”“A butchered torso
 crosses the bridge to her door at dusk,
removes her parcel of fruit & lays by her weapon,
 her walls silken with thoughts for revenge,
& memories of every cat, & the dead teacher
 who was kind, gave her what she wanted,
many books, tender hours, & compassion.”

He lunges but I escape, no cry, little fear,
 one room to the next, one year then another,
he follows but calmer. “World bides its wicked,”
 I reply, “their shifting promises to salve &
reveal, draw plain the gentle scarlet path
 from hearts’ old trenched lusts to fine temples
of explain to prayer’s electric ride up
 dark moonbeams & final burst of happy flesh.”

“Tender hours & compassion!” he roars to shake
 the labyrinth’s countless floors, where
some torsos laugh & ride harder, hearts
 blindly touch & gnaw close, & others
kneel for the manacle, the cruel tongue,
 hope that best high begins sunken low.

“What passes while simple faces watch clocks?”
 as he departs me. “What better hustle than
any king’s great cry to war, luring gestures
 to easy superiority, any preacher’s offer
of a God that favors one over another,
 than to cast a stripling squalling into this
world with no better explain that what his
 answerless race can offer?”

lvii. Testimonie

Wherefrom hints, brokenly, whereto.
 This, genes & chance.

A man hits the world new with big,
 dumb fists, roars music for a sweet,
  reckless want, wild heart’s heat.
He drives his years hard, mates, spreads
 a fruitful seed, laughing, gives from what
  he has, learns from what he knows.

She’d told him, “pray to me on your
 darkest days, to the lord & to me,
  look up, remember, believe, & pray,”
& the man prays when the days warp
 & a fist won’t solve, & a song little salves,
  he prays, & keeps his legs moving.

When was it that wish for what next
 became want for what lost?
When did your hill begin to descend,
 lesser shimmer at a farther view?
When did you cease thinking of new hills,
 when did sentiment’s poison finally take?

Come a later time, some winter’s sterile hour,
 the man passes, broken, breathe, relax,
dream now & gone. Is he taken to his
 Christ now, his mother & all the saints,
or new soil for the next man testing
 young muscles against a stronger world?

In a far city, I dreamed too, your son,
 waked suddenly, blue, no answers again,
but comfort tonight that you are now
 past both knowing & its lack.

******
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We let her go slowly, softly, to what remains
 of her by daylight, an old vessel damned
to finally go, like faith, a cringing lash at a time.

“To what purpose?” I whisper to the Beast,
 as we haunt & howl these nocturnal
caverns & corridors.”“Little but blood &
 consequence,” he replies & the old bones
tearing & framing his chest seem nearer
 to burst. “Stray planks on a wide foam,”
he continues. “Tonight an old village is burning.
 Everything goes.”

Her death is long in the old house,
 her memories a fine thing of love
& delusion. She watches her life in
 reverse, regains the legs he would kiss
& say strode through his heart & made it
 strong, the maiden’s hips they would
ride when the scarlet hour was theirs to share.

“Many books, tender hours, & compassion,”
 she whispers through her sick blood to
those who tend her like an old carcass.
 The cold room bleats of a code, a key,
sad endless war. The Beast comes to warm
 it in music, in memory, how once
she undressed half-turning, smiling, slowly,
 as her new lover writhed & fed on
how her flesh prayed the light.

“What purpose?” I roar at the Beast when
 later I come upon him drowsy with sup,
something sweet & taken held close. “Why ferment,
 why breath, why dream? Why want’s rootless tangle?”

The Beast circles me but does not lunge
 again, now knows the peril in this. “In every
hour since the night she fell, she arrives
 in the clearing shaped like a temple
in full moonlight, now a wanting half-child
 again, dressing for his every pleasure in
glaring new love’s ceaseless pitch.”

We clash as I try for his sweet prize,
 without his strength I can only sing &
sing again, wake the hour’s tenderness & compassion.

“Nothing divides us but the walls hands
 have made,” he told her that last night,
burning private words into her hips & shoulders,
 with candlewax & her seething blood & night’s
frankest juices, as she lay before him
 a wide open eye in love, soft croon of bones,
moaning & crying their nights a blind
 blowing wash to the sea.

“What purpose?” I cry again to the
 Beast as he urges me nearer, we share
our sweet prize now, enough & more.

 “Nothing salves the closest wounds,” our
 prize thrashes & sighs.”“Happiness lies
in loving the cage, endless singing its song.”
 She cries out from the deepest star
within her dream-torso, whole & hungry,
 the Beast licks as I stroke, her singing
now louder, the temple of moonlight
 roars & shakes all the secret worlds within.
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Many Musics
(third series, excerpts)

“Out here on the perimeter
there are no stars

Out here we is stoned . . . immaculate”
—The Doors,

“The Wasp (Texas Radio & the Big Beat),” 1971.

i. Manifest

What won’t come is music half-called,
distracted, hungry hours, sunk in the province
of men. Lights, simmering smells, bread & stew.
Lure, of wine & silk. Someone nods & says
we’re mapping beauty, a hour nearer, a formula,
derived of striplings’ coos & closely tuned
compass. More smoke, distraction’s distraction.
Maybe the potion drunk an hour ago will able save the next.

Music half-called rings back in blind cries &
smoking metal. Sentiments & easy lusts.
Mapping beauty? another says. We can’t feed
ourselves & save the trees alike. What beauty
in a hungry child or a burnt acre? Legions
of men will be needed, maybe more than all
this world holds. Legions of men & centuries
of days before anything known, or we even begin.

Music, I call you now, from what I know
& much the rest, I call you now, music,
where you tend I will follow, what you
know I will believe. By star’s light &
dream glow will I map beauty, in songs
to manifest, music, I call to you now.
Each drift on his breeze, one wind, many winds,
one rhythm, one melody, many musics, hear my vow.

******

 “Nothing goes away, nothing returns,”
 she says softly to the image plunging
between her thighs, breathing slower,
 the years curl together now, she is
newer, the world still above its many clouds,
 back to the hour when he returned
& closed the door, two soft hands to take
 her gladly one last time, a dark blade
for his failed try to bring her with him
 from the world, its prisons hid deeper
than earth in every heart, consume them
 together in dearest love’s going morning light.

******
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xxxv. Imaginal Space

What rises with the light, crosses the moon,
 what sings shores empty of men tonight,
a wish, a riddle, a sooth. A moving space,
 a moveable space. Call it imaginal space.
One music, many musics, the porous ground
 to any staying cry of human truth.

Tonight reck the remaining bones of any
 belief, any love, any fire not fed by
the hour. Reck what green rides old
 cracks high, what oncomes a torrent,
violent hours. Endurance. Dust. The dreams
 their caterwaul but who would listen?

Call it imaginal space, the shifting crack
 between hearts, a wish, a riddle, sooth.
One music, many musics. Asked what tool is
 this, say what needed? A salve, a meal,
knowing the tongue of the galaxies themselves?
 The challenge is to see tonight’s glowing door

by the morrow’s plain light, see, & step through.

******

xxxviii. Tonight’s Questions

Why electrify an animal with consciousness?
Why point his eyes toward the stars as he shits?
Why make fucking the stuff of grunt & prayer?
Why let him speak knowing in lies & truths?
Why the rift from nature, urge to know, consume?
Why the dread path to demise with dreams of escape?

******

xx. Love Song (for K.)

What remains of the years I sing
 & call my Art. What salves my
suffering or sets it to a softer tune—

The need to fuck, the need to piss,
 the breathing, the beating, the fury
toward what beauty these autumnal hours—

And love, I can only think, is how
 my music protects & calms your nights
when I cannot do this for all.

******

xxv. Stench of Duende

It was in that cash-only motel room,
those furthest hours when I undressed you,
as others had, love was fucking’s residue,
your young body long trained to be taken,
to clash & lick sinews for hearts, it would
hurt a little but he would say it, & I sighed
& held you lightly, for all the devils & violence
that had led you blithely to my arms,
& would retrieve you again by morning.

******
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xl. The Stars, While Shitting

In desert, the far blowing desolation
 hearts know, squat in plastic box,
thumping sounds of immolation & ecstasies
 without, I sat with a puzzling book
& read its first lines. Suffer, it said,
 this is why you suffer, this canquer
of want in you, each of you, name
 it a god of devil, this is why
you suffer, that you live from first
 cry riven & crawl your years to be
whole, that you cry up love into
 myth to keep it a step away, that
you litigate desire for its blind,
 brutal wish, build great towers & temples
 of distraction, cage your every last soul
 in discontent, in bitterest hunger,
this is why you suffer. My shit
 came sudden & raw & the plastic ceiling
above my head exploded, the stars
 fell in on me, I was a moment
so beautiful & dead. Yes, this is why
 we suffer, for the shattering moment
when nothing makes sense, & we finally nod.

******

xxxix. Electricity

Offered the elixir, you drink, & now
 the stars familiar & the trees shaman.
Her body living starlight to the touch &
 the farthest dreams close upon this petal.
This petal, this moment, this forever
 moment & the music consumes you.
The water she feeds you crackles with
 knowing, the grass is friend, the drums
every heart’s glad yearning tongue. Come
 morning, the daylight of get & shove,
the hole in hours burned by coins,
 & explained by some men as penance,
as test, as deferred promise to someday’s
 great, golden land of light. Come
morning & you wonder: “what is it
 for? Should I have drunk? Come
morning, something’s missing, important,
 it was there last night, in her
crystalline smile, in the moment when
 you forgave all, knew all was well,
breathed, relaxed. Missing . . . missing?
 You’ve drunk the elixir, you are awake
now, walk the earth, sober or laughing,
 til you find it, or were wrong, & let go.

******
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xlii. Lies & Truths

The last time on phone, my father
 was lost to space & time, raving
in hospital bed, waving his legless
 stumps around while nurses murmured
& checked numbers. He cried into
  the phone how we’d fight them
together, the bastards, the enemies,
 the ones keeping us far. The ones
who had not told him this is how it
 would end, this drowning, this
ravaging despair, this freak tempest
 of professional eyes, this humiliation,
this taking & taking & taking. I think
 of him now, bones in the earth, free
of time & pain & all he loved. Were his
 life’s truths any softness beneath those
last hours? The truths, the loves,
 the promises vowed to someday?
I wonder, & I wish I could have
 given him a warm hand on his cheek,
a word of comfort, everything is alright,
 & this is a lie, & this is truth.

******

xli. Grunt & Prayer

I moved inside her, a little deeper,
 a little harder. She grunted, liked
it hard, liked it to hurt, “yes,
 hurt, oh make it hurt, hurt me,
make me forget, love me, consume me,
 crush my tits, harder, deeper,
consume me, I want it, oh yes,
 oh yes!” I withdrew a little, young,
what had I loosed? What demons risen
 here, this darkened small room,
the dinner half-eaten on the table,
 the moonlight radiant & mad through
the single window, above the brick
 wall. What demons, I pull back
& she breathes hard. “Who are you?”
 “Just fuck me.” “Who are you?”
“Just fuck me!” Ten, twenty years
 dissolves, thirty, forty one day soon,
& I still wonder who was she that
 night? Which she do I mean? Which
night? Breathe heavy remembering,
 breathe sad. I want it. I want it too.

******
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xliv. Dread Path

Tonight’s hungers are new & old, every
 face wears them, & looks to another
to explain. Cities crackle by the sparkling
 crowds pushing shouting into taverns,
& those awaiting a last hour, & those
 fearing a familiar voice & its knowing
hand. Tonight’s hungers range canyon &
 jungle, green sea & white woods, &
some fill bellies & some fuck whatever sweet
 they may. Tonight’s hungers left us by
a combustible god, or molecule, or
 alien starparent. Tonight the taverns
ever more crowded, the rhythms beastier,
 the clothes tighter, the words exchanged
more plain. Tonight’s hungers draw
 us nearer the end, by weapon, by evolution,
by the return of whoever let us down
 here, seeming bid to wonder & wait,
or by obscurest thought hurling heart’s
 shadows that nothing’s to wait for,
everything’s to be done, we are the tinder
 that waits gathering, & the ignition.

******

xliii. Rift from Nature

There were moments, maybe three,
 maybe fewer, when I uncoiled
back to root, into soil, into sunshine,
 exhaled, & again, the world we
are drinking each other, the world
 we lay in wordless song dreaming
at night, the world, the wings
 inside my ribs, the web between
my toes, uncoiled through clouds
 when I rained, fruit I was eaten
& shit seed back to earth. Moments
 when the stars too were like fruit,
hanging impossibly from endless skies,
 & what was left of me danced & died,
& what I was, & what I possessed,
 & what made the world, & no reason why.

******
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                             Ralph H. Emerson

M & N: Mouth and Nose

One of Rudyard Kipling’s stories, “How the Alphabet Was Made,”
playfully suggests that a capital M pictures the wavy line of a closed mouth,
because the act of saying its sound (“mum-mum”) sort of “shuts one’s mouth
up, doesn’t it?” And N shows the angle of the nose, since it’s “a nasty, nosy
noise.” As a matter of fact, M and N are both nosy noises. Both sounds are
created by unimpeded vibrations in the nasal cavity, so they’re technically called
“nasal consonants” or “nasals.” That is why the alphabet puts them next to each
other.

It is also why words that begin with those letters tend to deal, either
very directly or through ingenious metonymies, with the lower half of the face,
the part we’d call a snout or
muzzle
on a dog. We will trace these nasal ‘mouth’ and ‘nose’ words out to the very tips
of their semantic branchings. Many nasal words are padded with an initial s or
sch, like snout and its German equivalent Schnauze, so don’t be surprised by
forms like those below; and resist the temptation to identify M more with the
mouth and N with the nose, for the letters actually share duty: when cinnamon
rolls are baking you can sniff or smell, and later munch or nibble.

Snoopy

The onset sn- is notorious for being ‘unpleasant’, but as we’ll see, all of
its unpleasantness relates in one way or another to the lower part of the face.
Sneeze, snot, sniffle, snort, and snore are about noses. Sneers, snickers, and smirks
appear on the mouths of smug people. Bad-tempered people snap and snarl and
get in a snit, acting snippy, snide, and snarky. “Yes,” wrote the French poet
MallarmÈ in 1877, “sneer is a nasty smile and snake a perverse animal . . . sn
therefore impressing a reader of English as a sinister digraph except, however,
in snow, etc.” Sinister, like Faulkner’s Snopes family, or Harry Potter’s Snape.

What about Snoopy dog in Peanuts? He’s not sinister—but he does

lix. Blood on Canvas

Bells ring, little, nothing. Ring again,
 & a drum, & another. Something beats,
something breathes, there is movement
 if not yet dancing. I ask the Universe:
why suffering? Why music? Bells ring,
 & the drums, & someone speaks a word.

Bells ring, little, nothing. World bides its
 wicked, calls them preachers, crowns
them kings. Rings again, & perhaps an
 organ, a sooth where it hurts, where
the fist, the slur, the silence. I ask
 the Universe: why want when so many
lonely beds? Why hunger when the world
 bulges with stores? I ask, & someone speaks a word.

Bells ring, someone speaks a word, &
 begins to lie. Explain, & lie. Exhort
to principle & promise, & lie. Cry we
 are one! then parts the temple, &
its song. Bells ring, someone speaks a word,
 perhaps to sing, & now the lies are
crooned through music. Suffer, these
 strange songs say. In all glory, suffer!

I ask the Universe: why suffering, &
 why its glorious songs? Someone speaks
a word, as though to explain, & another
 lie. Bells ring, little, less. Kindness
most binds but many would not be
 so bound. Bells ring, all listen, clear air
ripples, sunshine plays out the minutes.
 Someone speaks a word, the moment again divides.

******
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of the corresponding ‘father’ words), whence the ‘mother’ nasals in French mére,
Arabic umm, Hungarian anya, Chinese muqin, Korean eoneomi, and so on.

Nasals also show up in words for ‘breast’: ñuñu in Peruvian Quechua,
ning’ai or nng’ai in New Guinean Yimas, mell in Hungarian, mazos or mastos in
Greek. Many ‘breast’ words melt right into words for ‘mother’ and ‘woman’.
Mamelle and maman are French for ‘breast’ and ‘mommy’, while néné and nénette
are ‘boob’ and ‘chick’. Japanese nyujo is ‘milky’, nyuto is ‘nipple’, nyobo is ‘wife’.
Latin mammosa and mammeata meant ‘big-breasted’, and several buxom pop
goddesses have the same initial: Mae West, Marilyn Monroe, Madonna.

Madonna is the singer’s real given name, and she was shrewd to keep it,
for it has great power. The Christian Madonna is the Western embodiment of
the Great Mother archetype, and M is her letter: Madonna equals Mother equals
Mary. Is it any wonder that Mary was the most popular women’s name in
Christendom during the last millennium, and that a host of other names
flourished by association? Anne was Mary’s own mother, Elizabeth her cousin,
and Madeleine her namesake Mary Magdalene. Guadalupe is one of her shrines,
and the ever-popular Margaret and Martha share her first three letters. A fifth
of all Englishwomen were named Mary from 1600 to 1800, and a quarter of all
Irishwomen in 1950. It was the commonest name for newborn American girls
through the 1940s, and stayed in the top ten for two more decades before
giving way to Michelle, Melissa, and Megan.2 The second-favorite girls’ name of
2001 was Madison, supplanted two years later by Emma, who shares her initial
“em” sound with Emily, the top name since 1997. Fashions change, but M
remains.

The motherly M also bubbled up from Camille Paglia’s unconscious
whenever she mentioned the ancient Venus of Willendorf figurine in Sexual
Personae. Venus’s billowing shape represents “the nature-mother as primeval muck,
oozing into infant forms” (56), “the maelstrom, the womb of archaic night”
(511), “the mother-stuff, the muddy morass from which all life has sprung” (464).
“Woman is mass, primeval matter” (507). My colleague Margaret Magnus (and
she should know, shouldn’t she?) emphasizes that M is a letter of “creation” and
“transformation.” She reaches for the same words as Paglia to describe it: “Basic
/m/ words include mother, move, and make. The materials have the consistency
of mud and the shape of mass and matter . . . . /m/ has a lot of mush, mud, and
mash . . . . The materials are moist.” Mallarmé heard in M the “power to make,
[and] therefore virile and maternal joy.” Etymology concurs as well, for Latin
mater ‘mother’ yields the very matter and material from which all else is created.

have a big nose. If you “nose around” like a dog to “sniff things out,” you’re
snooping and sneaky (or just nosy). A dog who rubs his nose against you is nuzzling,
and a sprayer tapered like a dog’s nose is a nozzle. Even Mallarmé’s wintry snow
resembles a dog’s nose: cold, wet, and smooth. (Smooth and smear remind me of
gums and tongues.) Little noses are snub noses, while Snoopy-sized ones are
schnozzes. Nor is Snoopy the only fictional creature to have a big nose: I’ve also
heard of the snood, snuffleupagus, noo-noo, and noctambulo. Dr. Seuss’s circus
has a nolster, an elephant-trunked musician who “blows floops on a one-nozzled
noozer.”

The Dinner Party

In the next room, sn- is talking, eating, and kissing: Danish snakke
‘talk’ looks like English snack, which in turn echoes snogging, British for ‘kissing’:
smooching, smacking, necking, making out. Tasty food is lip-smackin’  good, and
smag is Danish for ‘taste’ itself. And why not? Even Fremont’s alphabet chart1

says that M “tastes good. With your mouth closed, taste it. ‘M-m-m-m-m.’
Yummy. Thus French for eating is manger, like English munch; and munchies
are what we nosh on before meals. Our meat once meant any kind of food, and
its cognate mate was ‘dining companion’. Good food and friendly faces, smiling
and schmoozing amid the tinkle of dinnerware and laughter. Russian for laughter
is smekh, sign of good moods: mellow, merry, mirthful, manic; but when the
mood darkens, mouths close up. Talk quiets to mumbling, muttering, murmuring,
and finally slackens to nothing: mum, mute. Frowns all around, moues in French,
pronounced like “moo” in moody. Moody people are “down at the mouth”:
miserable, mad, moping, morbid, morose, mournful, melancholy—“all those M
words,” I’ve heard them called.

Mama

The dinner party’s food is nutrition or nourishment, both rooted, like
nursing, in the Latin verb for ‘breast feeding’, nutrire. The n in that root is
onomatopoeic, for as Roman Jakobson observed, “a slight nasal murmur” mmm
or nnn is the only sound a baby can make as it sucks milk from a nipple. Babies
make the same sound when they’re hungry and want their mothers: mm mm,
mma mma. That is why almost all languages have the children’s word mama.
Usually they also have a more “adult” synonym like mother, and a lot of these
use nasals too. In a worldwide sample of about 500 grown-up ‘mother’ words,
Jakobson found m’s and n’s in a “spectacular” 55 percent (versus only 15 percent
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adding that “English boys use the word smug in a similar sense.” (Compare
muggers.) Bartlett also listed nabber ‘thief ’ (compare kidnapper) and snoozer
‘hotel thief ’. While those thieves ‘grab’, others ‘entrap’. The mesh of a net is a
trap; a women’s hairnet is a snood. You can’t see traps; they snare you. A cheat’s
unsuspecting victims are snookered. Our most dreaded animal is a pair of jaws
that moves unseen along the ground, the snake. Any hidden danger is a “snake
in the grass”: snitch, nark, sniper.

Lewis Carroll’s Snark and Bandersnatch have snaky names, yet as
monsters they pale beside his “manxome” Jabberwock—mad, mean, malicious,
menacing, marauding. “Beware the Jabberwock, my son! / The jaws that bite,
the claws that catch!” Jaws mean mayhem: mangling, maiming, mauling, mortality
itself. The Latin stems for ‘bite’ and ‘death’ are one letter apart, mord- and mort,
just a whisper from English murder. Authors cannot resist those syllables when
they name their villains. As Harry Sharp wrote in a 1975 letter to Verbatim
magazine, “you knew that David Copperfield’s stepfather was rotten to the
core as soon as you saw or heard his name: Edward Murdstone.” Michael Caine’s
vicious pimp in Mona Lisa had the name Mortwell, which the critic Pauline
Kael called “a bit much and . . . probably intended to be” (New Yorker, June 16,
1986).

A bit much, like Morticia Addams or the black-clad rockers Mortiis
and Marilyn Manson. Those names have a playful wink, but there’s a solid
murderers’ row too: Voldemort in Harry Potter, Morgren in the Narnia books,
the land of Mordor in Lord of the Rings. H. G. Wells wrote about cannibalistic
Morlocks and the mad scientist Dr. Moreau. Sherlock Holmes’s archenemies
were Professor’Moriarty and his henchman Col. Moran. When Holmes finally
caught Moran, he mused to Watson, “My collection of M’s is a fine one. Moriarty
himself is enough to make any letter illustrious, and here is Morgan the poisoner,
and Merridew of abominable memory, and Mathews, who knocked out my left
canine in the waiting-room at Charing Cross, and finally, our friend of to-
night.”

Holmes’s fellow villain-hunters often have the same M’s as their prey:
Chandler’s Marlowe, Simenon’s Maigret, Christie’s Miss Marple, Chief Marge
in Fargo, and Colin Dexter’s Inspector Morse. Their TV counterparts follow
suit: Perry Mason, MacGyver, McCloud, Magnum, Mannix, McGarrett in Hawaii
Five-O, Mannion in The District. Clint Eastwood’s movie The Enforcer played
both ends, giving Dirty Harry a good-cop partner named Kate Moore and then
introducing three M villains: McKay, Maxwell, and Mustafa. Not very original,
I’m afraid, for Gottfried von Strassburg’s epic poem Tristan had three M villains
800 years ago—Morgan, Morold, and Marjadoc. Even King Arthur’s legend has

Bite-Size

Matter is also measurable. The metric system defines mass in kilos and
length in meters. “Big, small and medium,” says Magnus, “are . . . thoroughly
represented throughout /m/.” Big things are mammoth, monstrous, mountainous,
monumental, mighty, majestic, magnified. They consist of many, much, more,
most, myriads, millions, multitudes. Small things are miniature, minuscule, mini,
minute, meager, measly, midget. Averages are middling, mean, medium, moderate.
A perfect half is a moiety. Conventional ‘big/small’ pairings include mountains
and molehills, major and minor, maximum and minimum, macro and micro.
Spanish for ‘more or less’ is más o menos, and the metric prefixes mega- and
micro- are respectively ‘millionfold’ and ‘one millionth’. A connotation like M
for ‘size’ eventually becomes self-perpetuating, but I would guess that it began
as a munching or ‘eating’ metaphor, for we often describe sizes in terms of bites.
‘A little’ of something is a bit or morsel (a ‘bite-size’ piece), while ‘too much’ is
“more than you can chew,” or a “real mouthful” that’s “hard to swallow.”

While M’s sizes are flexible, N’s are always small. “Body parts are little
and rounded,” says Magnus: “nose, nail, nipple, knee and knuckle.” Compare
knobs, nubs, knots, nuts, nuggets, knick-knacks. Greek nanos ‘dwarf ’ makes a
nanosecond, a billionth of a second. Pretty nitpicky, isn’t it? Niggling, nugatory,
negligible. ‘Smallness’ also tinges compliments like nifty, and the OED specifically
uses “dainty” to help define the words nice, neat, and natty. Even N’s bites are
small, just nips and nibbles.

Jaws

Snap! Munch, munch. Mmm! Mouths grab, cut, and chew, and nasal
words lovingly retell each step. A mouth itself is a maw, jaws are mandibles,
chewing mastication, the grinding teeth molars. Moving teeth gnash and gnaw;
and the space between jaws is snug, narrow, small. When jaws close, they snap
shut: thus smite and smack are ‘hit’, smart is ‘hurt’, and (s)mash and (s)mush are
‘crush’. Chewing muddles things, mingles them, mixes them up. Molars pulverize
things like a mill, both words being rooted in molere, the Latin verb for ‘grind’.
While molars grind, incisors ‘cut’: snip in English, schneiden in German. And
what they cannot cut, a knife will: nozh in Russian, navaja in Spanish, machaira
in Greek, Messer in German.

Like seagulls darting at bread crusts, jaws are ‘quick’: smart, snappy,
German schnell. Compare our words for ‘steal’: snatch, nab, British nick or nobble,
American snag. Bartlett’s 1860 Dictionary of Americanisms had snug for ‘steal’,
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disdaining—snobs, those snotty and snooty people who snub everyone else by
“turning up their noses.” That stylized phrase has its roots in an instinctive
gesture common to all mammals: jerking the nose away from something smelly,
a movement sometimes accompanied by an involuntary little nasal grunt, which
becomes a sound of refusal. Paraphrasing Charles de Brosses, Genette writes:
“Le nez est l’organe du non”—the nose is the no organ. The great linguist
Jespersen thought so too: “there is good reason for the fact that in so many
languages words of negation begin with n (or m). Sometimes the“n is heard
without a vowel: it is only the gesture of  ‘turning up one’s nose’ made audible.”

Unh-unh! No thanks! No, nein, nyet! All our big negatives: not, nor,
never, null, nada, nothing, non-, un-, in-, mal-, mis-. The American unh-unh is
an old import from West African languages like Tiv, and it’s getting new punch
as kids put an extra n in front to say nunh-unh! Kids grasp the letter’s negating
power very early. How early? Here’s an anecdote from The New York Times’’
“Metropolitan Diary” (Dec. 9, 2002). A mother wrote in that her five-year-old
daughter was asked to bring to school in a paper bag “something starting with
the letter ‘N’.” Although the bag was still unfilled by morning, the little girl ate
her breakfast unperturbed, firmly refusing her family’s frantic last-minute
suggestions of nickels and napkins. “I know what I am going to put in,” she
said. “Nothing.” And off she went, bag empty, a budding linguist.

Notes

1 The Alphabet Flip Chart (1974) was also cited in “B Is for Body” in Cenacle 65.
Mallarmé is cited from Gérard Genette’s Mimologics (1995), Margaret Magnus from
her privately printed What’s In a Word? (1993), Roman Jakobson from his “Why ‘mama’
and ‘papa’?” (1960), and Otto Jespersen from his book Language (1922).
2 Further information can be found at: http://www.socialsecurity.gov/OACT/
babynames/

two, Morgan le Fey and Modred (who often appears with an extra r as Mordred).

Stinky

Not all villains bite; some of them just smell. The comic strip Mary
Worth a few years ago briefly featured one “Smitty” Smedlap, a man not so much
evil as terribly disagreeable—rather like Dostoyevsky’s villain Smerdyakov, whose
name was traced by several Verbatim correspondents to the Russain verb smerdet,
meaning ‘stink’. Remember, nasals are for noses as well as mouths, and what
assaulted our ancestors’ noses in their little villages? Mostly smoke and dung.
Allied to smoke are the words smolder and smother, as well as smut, smudge, and
besmirch, whose ‘dirtiness’ originally implied ‘smoke-blackened’. Another old
word for ‘smoke-blackened’ was reeky, for reek used to mean ‘smoke’ before it
broadened out to mean ‘stink’ in general. Many words for ‘dung’ likewise shade
into ‘stink’. In Japanese (where nioi is a neutral ‘odor’), the unpleasant kusai
‘stinky’ is akin to kuso ‘dung’, just as Russian smerdet ‘stink’ is etymologically
connected to Latin merda and French merde. Lots of names for that stuff use
nasals: manure, muck, Dutch mest, Greek minthos, Russian navoz. Pee-yew!

Dung stinks, and stinky is ‘bad’. The ideas associate themselves
unconsciously. The comment I quoted above about the “rotten” Mr. Murdstone
was an afterthought to a letter on the word merde (since rotting things seldom
smell good either) and Pauline Kael used that very same word “rotten” about
Mortwell, who was “a piece of ordure.” That’s a piece of shit, one of the
commonest themes in insults. Remember the Yiddish schm- of fancy-schmancy
and Joe Schmo? The Yiddish scholar Leo Rosten called it an “anal symbol.”
Yiddish is full of insulting nasal put-downs, from fancy-schmancy to schmuck,
schnook, nebbish, narr, nayfish, noodge, and nudnik. A lot of those have settled
right into English because we already have so many insulting nasals of our own.

Preeminent among these is “the notorious n-word” nigger, but there
are many others, typically implying ‘annoying’ or ‘clueless’, such as nincompoop,
nitwit, numbskull, knothead, knucklehead, nut, knave, nong, nag, namby-pamby,
nancy boy, ninny. (Compare Newman on Seinfeld and Niles on Frasier.) When I
asked around for others, several people promptly suggested nerd, which is only
a few decades old. Equally new are knob, nimwit, and poor Nimrod, once a
“mighty hunter” in Genesis 10:9, but now just another byword for ‘idiot’.
Alliteration drives the point home: “nattering nabobs of negativism,” “neurotic,
narcissistic yuppies,” “nutrition nannies,” “ne’er-do-well Cousin Neddy and saintly
Auntie Nell.” A nervous Nellie is a ‘worrywart’.

Interestingly, the disdained share their N’s with those who do the
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Judih Haggai 

Notes on How to Go On

one breath
one small step
a little dusting
a polish, a broom
a sudden cookie sheet
magimix to get me through this minute
a chocolate bar to compose into chips
one stir
one mix
one short flick of a switch
i cry
i sing to the whir of the batter
i am
i do
this i can continue
i am a giver of joy
i pledge this joy to you
every happy face
will be yours in cookie mode
you will live in every crunch of every delicious mouthful
of every mouth that crunches
this i can do
this i can do
my love i give to you
i will always give

******
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torch in cave wall
i see the writing left by others
hold focus, you can survive this
it all will pass
one minute at a time
we all did it
you can do it
listen to us sing
we did it
you can too

******

my battery’s on full
battery may be smaller
my intentions are on high
expectations may be amorphic
body’s ticking forward
tipping over
all’s accounted for
what’s a tooth, or a hair pigment?
it’s all good
it’s all i got!
going on

******

the way out is the way in
turn, turn, turn
an upside-down solution
to an unsolvable question
inside out, mother fo
yeah, i said it, ya muther fa
no, i don’t mean maybe
it’s this way, and out the back door
no lord, no sweet lord, no mantra chanting lord
no
they went thataway,
the gods and goddesses of yesterday
put on some bling
some kitsch
some instanteous dish
some miso in a macrobiotic point of view
and off they went
how do i know?
i just go

******

when tragedy strikes
mind whirls, constant humming
waves askew, sound too much treble
overtones jar
i’m reeling for a friend
real friend, real sad
she’s grieving
and i say how to go on
i know snow falls
and i’m wishing i could feel it
snow falls, life goes on
simple cycles go on
pushing for an om moment
to go on

******
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Jim Burke III 

October 15, 2008
Backyard

Meadowbrook Rd.
West Hartford, Ct.

Dear Ray,

The timing of your last letter1 was amazing. I was trying to combine
my latest notion of perception, intellect, discrimination of those two, and finally,
of course, reality. When the social and natural sciences collide, an attempt is
invariably made to qualify quantitative data, and vice versa. The social individual
is absorbed into the mass, or the collective consciousness. This makes up for all
the major components for our culture (unfortunately as can be seen by studying
the legal and ethical systems, not all these components are justifiable in their
present state of use; i.e. existence of the death “penalty”). However, we must
fight the change of reality that is cast on us like a shadow. Each of us needs to
step into the sun, as an individual, and express ourselves freely and in right
conduct. It is the obligation of every person, possessing of intellect and
perception, to channel his or her reality back to the mass and to keep them in
check, perhaps even help the mass. I know now that not a day will elapse ever
again when I am not practicing an art form. It is our responsibility to do this
and let the mass know.

Such individuals as Henry David Thoreau can see that such right
conduct (art, music) takes one to a high level of being. For him, such perception
and behavior resulted in being jailed for refusing to pay his taxes. Since he
intuitively knew that government as an arbiter of cultural norms was imprecise
at best, he decided not to support it. Thoreau then came to the remarkable
conclusion that the walls of the jail he was confined to, while serving their
noble intended purpose, also kept people away and gave him a degree of solitude.
Ah! What a bargain for not paying your tax. He preferred solitude for lengthy
periods of time, and his best-known work, Walden,2 outlines his reality. His
reality was tempered by his thoughts on companionship: “I have one chair for
myself, two for company, and three for society.” Thoreau also proposed thatNemo Boko
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REALITY.
It is time to move on from my previous statement that we all become

stars when we die. Perhaps it just needs to be sharpened since it was a statement
based on intuitive insight after examining the cosmos while still in the mass
reality.

The generally accepted theory about how the universe was formed
includes the notion of the “big bang” (with no apologies whatsoever to those
religions who believe “God” did). It was so incredibly hot that an enormous
explosion occurred. In fact, it was hotter than possible when in this physical
universe and mathematically called undefined or, more commonly, a singularity.
I have often found the term as a clever way for a mathematician to explain away
a big hole in the structure of physical science. The first time I was given the
equation 5/0 to solve, there was always five remaining after starting out with
nothing. However, if you use imaginary numbers, which is a legitimate branch
of mathematics, you can turn any equation, like this one, into a singularity.
The singularities exist, outside of the physical plane. They are reachable for those
of us who exist outside this plane comprising the mass reality.

Part II
Reservoir #3

A human being is born, as we know, after a nine-month gestation period.
Physical energy is transferred from the mother to the fetus. When birth takes
place, the soul is tabula rasa6 and will be influenced by events to come. However,
there is a point in one’s life where energy is stored by acting in right conduct,
participating in the truth, pursuing art, and all of the above. The individual
decides what is intrinsically sound and what is not. The time of this decision
varies from individual to individual, and in some cases (perhaps in most) does
not happen at all. Mahatma Gandhi started when he was about thirty years
old. I started at about 54. The point is that a transformation from the physical
to the compilation of spiritual being takes place. Every day that I live is now
devoted to my family, and spiritual maintenance. It is at this juncture that I
part with traditional physicists. Einstein’s relativity theory and, more recently,
Stephen Hawking’s attempt to unify quantum mechanics and gravity, are only
concerned with the physical universe and cannot justify traveling faster than
light because the amount of energy required to do so is unobtainable, in this
universe. However, when one adds the spiritual energy accumulated during an
individual’s lifetime, we exceed the speed of light at the moment of physical
death and the collective energy melds into a revelation of cosmic reality. The

solitude is the best companion available. I use Thoreau as an example of how
we can combat the mass reality. He rejected government and its manifestations,
participated in culture, but stayed outside it all consistently. He got through it
all, just as you did, just I did. He would ask any visitor, while he was jailed, why
that person was not on the same side of the bars as him. This is why going from
job to job seems unavoidable. Your letter, and also the commentary in a previous
issue of The Cenacle3 showed how a period of six years, from leaving a place of
joy and then returning to the place, can be filled with inward turmoil of the
individual versus the collective realities. I have been through that and artistic
discrimination needs to be used to solve the collision. Just as the Hindu Brahmin
study the Bhagavad Gita and live their lives by right conduct as an intentional
instrument, so we move further on. Artistic pursuit is the solution to the human
equation. So many ancient civilizations gave up this notion and are now extinct.
Their mistake was to equate art with possession, rather than pure truth. Pure
truth transcends mass reality and cannot be destroyed. Pure truth includes
spiritual concepts. These concepts do not exist on the physical plane (not to be
confused with the act of meditation—that is engaging in right conduct with a
useful art form). I play the guitar and make the music, and then I realize I am
the music. I have had eight jobs in my field of social services and having been
fired, laid off, demoted, quit and, on one occasion, been subjected to an
investigation for conduct “contrary to the agency’s mission” (smoking a J at
lunch in the parking lot—I guess their mission was to prevent employees from
smoking Js at lunch), I got through it all by being. I shed all the demons from
one job, one location, and found a re-charge.  On every occasion when they
built up around me, I moved on. Sometimes it took a while and after twenty
years of this career, I decided to become self-employed, including selling records.

After I was “laid off” from my last job three plus years ago, I knew that
“being” would counteract the demons set on me by the mass reality I had
managed to stay outside for the first fifty-two years of my life. This was the bus
I hopped on4 and have stayed on since. That phrase was the link to how I have
stayed there, and a spiritual insight that I would like very much to share with
you.

As art and pure truth are absolute, so is the rejection of the mass reality.
Einstein solved the mystery surrounding light, but he didn’t go far enough. If
one takes the equation E=MC2 (Energy is equal to Mass times the [Constant]
speed of light squared) and uses some math, the result is: E=MC2 ∴      =C2 ∴
       =C.5 The speed of light is isolated and so is the universal speed limit. The
    can never approach an object moving at the speed of light, IN THIS
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mass reality found in the physical universe is ignored and cast aside totally. An
important point: by collective energy, I mean not only from an individual’s
accumulation, but also from all individuals’ accumulation and contribution
that is ongoing. We all become stars when we die, not only on an individual
basis. The important distinction to be made is that the individual and the
collective are polar opposites when comparing the physical and spiritual
(metaphysical and beyond) levels of existence. There can be no causality on a
spiritual plane. Truth is. Reality is. Duality can be studied by juxtaposing the
physical and spiritual planes, but certainly not within the latter.

My argument here encapsulates the tragedy that this country and the
world has recently been through, especially during the last eight years. The
chance for humanity to use its spiritual forces for its own betterment has been
utterly wasted. There is very little, if anything, positive that can be noted from
the present administration’s last eight years in office. History will be the ultimate
mirror for mankind to reflect on how terrible these people really were. It has all
been said and will be repeated. This country learned nothing from Vietnam
and supported a war initially that eventually was proven (and even admitted by
George W. Bush) to have been started by this country. Although the
circumstances were suspect from the beginning at best, and eventually shown
to have been falsified deliberately, to start a war is an unimaginable horror. It is
so unthinkable that our government would permit this that I have now made a
conscious decision to withdraw from the manifestation of the wrong conduct
of others, including those of our government. I demand the truth. I always
have, but now I will act on it!

I will contribute all my energy while I am alive on the physical plane
and convert it to the spiritual collective when I die. There are many of us on
this planet and I think intuitively many others throughout the galaxies. Every
so often, more so now than originally theorized, the suns we become explode
and the dust is released, traveling in part back to this planet in the form of the
light from what is classified as a supernova. Technology allows us to look back
in time and see the light from long ago. When enough of the stardust eventually
reaches our Earth, the evolution will occur. Each one of us will “pass on” and
from that point forward, not only will we all become stars when we die, but the
stars will become us. As John Lennon said: IMAGINE!

Notes

1 “From Soulard’s Notebooks,” The Cenacle | 66 | October 2008.
2 Taken from Reflections at Walden, Hallmark Cards, Inc., 1968, p. 31.
3 “From Soulard’s Notebooks,” The Cenacle | 64 | June 2008.
4 Ibid.
5 ∴  means therefore
6 Latin for blank slate

* * * * * *
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Michael Van Kleeck 

“MOVEMENT! MOVEMENT!”

This is your sign
 HERE
 NOW

Take this exit, coming up fast, your car’s worn
  out and your psychic radiator is
 blowing steam all over,
 incinerating the thoughtless children

  licking at the rivulets like icicles,
Step up! Slam down your words, the ones
you love and hate and hate to love
and hate to write, have to write,
 like a plague
 scabies, they are
scratch and scratch and anyone who stands

  too close gets a deadly disease that the
 doctor can’t describe
prescribe a shot and a glass of wine
 but that’s the fuel,
 not the antidote

“MOVEMENT! MOVEMENT!”
No need for time travel to tag
  today as the day when the
 psychic train wobbled on its rails
 and exploded in eternity’s ecstasy
 as the hobo poets took shotgun
 potshots broadside at the passing express

“MOVEMENT! MOVEMENT!”
  Show me your ticket and I’ll kiss you

 so deeply your knees will buckle and break
 and your stomach will dissolve into love’s sticky jelly
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 G.C. Dillon 

The Wicked Witch

The dead wooden eyes of the mahogany mallard seemed to track her as it
floated slowly down the meandering river. Dorothea shook her head. The water
was calm and gentle here, but just beyond this small, sweet oxbow of the
waterway, sharp rocks formed violent rapids. Some poor huntsman just lost his
favorite duck decoy, she thought.

“Isn’t duck a gamy bird?” asked the old knight, as his steel garb squeaked up
to her. His huge battleaxe clanked against his back. The aged paladin wore an
all-encompassing suit of armor. Small reddish-brown spots of rust marred many
of its creaky joints.

“I suppose,” she replied.
“Grrr Arrraghh,” came the roar from the lion-man upon the forgotten path

they trekked through the woods. Its mangled mane hung in dreadlocks. It
bounded upon four legs until it came to her, then it stood, shakily, upon just
two. It opened a fanged mouth to speak. “I sniffed out the trail.”

If she could have mastered the four winds, she would have whisked herself
home. She was just  a simple magic user, the castle’s potion concocter, student
alchemist at times, and midwife when required. (She knew the herbs that stilled
the mother’s pain of childbirth without injuring the one to be born.) Prince
Brodigan had offered his knights and wizards for their task, but Sir Caspian
said he had his own fellowship. Some group—four strangers lost in this
enchanted forest. A dark, cold and unpleasant place. Or no longer lost as the
lion-man had sussed the way.

“Then we should go,” said the fourth member of their fellowship, a clerk of
the chancery. His slight frame was stuffed into a blue suit with golden buttons,
cuff links and even golder epaulets. A dark Inverness cloak hung down his
back.

Dorothea slipped her maroon hood over her blonde hair, and wrapped her
cape about her shoulders. We left no breadcrumbs, she thought as they moved.

* * * * * *

Unwrap your uncertainties and disintegrate
 your self-hate because

 I LOVE YOU! no matter who you are
 or what you write
 as long as you BELIEVE!

BELIEVE until you can’t cry
 again, BELIEVE until my love throws
 you down on your hands and knees, lying
 prone facing the redeeming mecca sun,

  your face buried in the soft damp decay of
 a forest regenerating itself from

 the bacteria and the shrinking viruses
 of diseased decades going dark,

“MOVEMENT! MOVEMENT!”
I’ll write my own Declaration of
 Independence when I break free
 from the muse’s satin shackles,
the short, orgasmic pleasure of

FUCKING THE FAR BEYOND
replaced by the post-coital dread
of becoming nothing
a sentenced spider who just spent
 his eternal sperm
 on a spontaneous widow not worth
 these webbed words left behind

“MOVEMENT! MOVEMENT!”
 Sign up right here and
 practice your performance—

The judges are decapitated.
 The priests have all gone to sleep.
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“I confess to you our plan failed.” Dorothea paused, glancing at the clerk
(his plan). “Failed miserably. We hoped to use your own powers to make you love
our lord, and wish him well. I see you don’t. And that you do. We believed your
magics would work, would suffice. For love should not be about harm. Or jealousy.
Or hate. Can you say true love cannot do what your charms can do?”

“Yes, my lovely, I can; however I may not. Tell me, my dear, have you
loved?”

“Yes.”
“Not one of these?” the witch asked disdainfully.
“No. A squire, nearly a knight. He is on the Crusade.”
“Oh, the Crusade. Most impressive. What if some Saracen seraglio girl or

Jewess finds his eye? Is more comely? Has his true love?”
“Then,” Dorothea started, closing her eyes, forcing away briny tears, “his

love for me was not true. I will . . .” She gasped for a breath. “Will wish him well.
Happiness at least.”

“Your words fail to convince; however I can see the conviction behind the
syllables.

“Give dear Caspian this for a wedding present.” The witch handed her a
wooden duck, much like––if not the same––as the decoy she saw on the trail.
“Have him keep it in his hunting den, not the master bedroom.

“Now: Go!”

* * * * * *

Four heavily muscled gorillas led them into the witch’s chamber. The beasts’
wide leathery wings flapped reflexively as they pushed the company to their
knees. They had been captured outside the witch’s tower. The witch stood before
them. A handsome woman, Dorothea thought, but something seemed just left of
center about her. The woman wore a flowing black dress. The loose clothing
failed to hide the womanly curves beneath.

“I have followed your journey through my eyes of the forest.” The witch
rubbed a wooden statue of a ruddy falcon. Dorothea recalled other statues they
had seen in the forest: not just the duck, but the ‘make believe’ squirrel, complete
with acorn, that the lion-man had pointed out to her.

The clerk stood up. “We require a love potion.”
“I have nine. What do you offer in recompense?” the witch asked. Her

skin was pale, so pale, so nonhuman; it had an olive complexion.
“Forty pieces of Elven silver,” replied the clerk. “Rare in this hinterland.”
“I’ve seen silver before. And greater treasures!” the witch snarled. “But

that may do, nonetheless.” She took a vial from a pocket within her long gown.
Dorothea took the flask and threw its contents upon the witch. “You will

love Sir Caspian and wish him no harm!” she commanded with all of her magical
power, force, and will. The witch cackled back at her.

“But I do love him, my sweets, and I do wish him harm. I have loved since
we went upon our own quest in a desert land far away to defeat the Old Wizard
Under the Mountain. We fell in love as we trekked and fought our way through.
He swore his heart was mine. Forever. And today he takes that trollop for a
trophy bride?”

Dorothea felt her lips shift into a frown. Not only had the charm failed,
but she tried to imagine her liege-lord with this creature before her. What times or
perils had thrown them together? What monsters and trials had allowed love to
bloom? Though it seemed not to have flowered.

“Clarissa is a princess,” replied the clerk. He spoke the truth; the girl was
Brodigan’s daughter, and the King’s niece.

“A genetic misconception. Her father’s lust for a serving wench, no doubt.”
“She is a princess!” replied the clerk. The witch raised her clawed talons.

Dorothea stepped forward.
“I’ll get you, my pretty, and your little dogs too.” Dorothea felt the cone

of force for, the magical call to the four daughters of Aeolus, Father of the Winds.
“Aire! Sl·n agat orm,” Dorothea whispered, infusing her fear and hope

with the ancient words. Her quickly spun counter-spell shunted the effects away
from her. Barely. Her companions had been blown across the room, and into the
back, brick wall. How could she combat such magic and power?

* * * * * *

                                                                      Michael Van Kleeck
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Daniel Schroyer 

Listening to Bombs

i’m not faithless
and
neither are they

heroes?
terrorists?
who knows?

peace begins with forgiveness
not finding
but creating

like mornings each
its own package
unwrapping
just born light
listen
the birds know

i name this epiphany
unfolding
not so slowly
now that time
knows me
so intimately

i wish to share
this opening
this understanding

here are my hands
my heart

i am
for mending
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Raymond Soulard, Jr. 

Why ? [a new fixtion]
[excerpts]

xliv.

He still lives near the bridge. He’s not ready to let it go even though the
others found out & won’t let up telling him to get a room.

“We like you. Anything can happen down here. Worst are the cops,
you know that. You got a job & you’re young. Go have some good times while
you can.”

He will. Sometimes another’s fears become your warning.
Tonight he holds the azure shrooms in his hands. The sun is nearly

gone, pulling away the last of the mild day. He won’t be guarding at the library
but somewhere else. Simple work, he was told, once an hour walk around the
building & parking lot & mark off items on a checklist. Call an automated
phone number to check in. Simple work. He can read the rest of the hour or
bring in a little TV or radio. Eleven at night to seven in the morning.

The shrooms are tight little brown nuggets, smell like the earth, like
the earth’s secrets. He decides to eat a half dozen. He even bought a pint of
bottled water today.

The library guards arranged everything, even his uniform. The boots
he got at a charity food kitchen, a back room. Heavy, black, laces up past his
ankles. Lovely. Power boots, make him feel like a traveler to the moon.

They taste acrid & chew poorly but eats them one by one slowly,
enjoying. Earth’s secrets.

He’d like to know where his sister is, if she’s OK. He named her Cordelia
in a ceremony they had in their park. Her hair was blonde pattered in pink.
They decided that as orphans they could declare they were long-lost siblings
reunited. She named him Dylan. When she left, he ran away. Remembered
their promise though.

A lot of his companions are now at the stream. It’s running again after
a long winter’s frozen dreaming.

He brings his pack down & his books in their double-library bag. Night’s

 She Spreads a Red Shadow

she spreads
a red
shadow

moves with the awkward
grace of the lefthanded

among her possessions
sunbleached bird’s bones
empty nests
dreams of flight

her faith
designed upon
the lesser gods

she speaks of war
but not the battlefields

how she learned
the secrets of fear
how some men
never recover
and
why they could
not sleep
together

she awoke
rose
lighted
a votive candle

spreads
a red
shadow
upon his cherished
absence.
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talk to it, ask what does wood taste like, what about charcoal? What about
when you cook food, rub & lick it, penetrate its surface, do you stay in some
way? What does tobacco taste like to you, what about reefer? Do you see me
watching you from over here? I mean no harm, just curious.

The trees too, look at them . . . looking at me. Ahh . . . hm . . . yes I
guess so . . . I don’t know . . . can you tell me?

“Is he acting funny?”
“His normal is funny.”
“No, look. Is he drunk?”
“He don’t drink. He using again?”
“I don’t think he uses.”
“Should we check on him?”
“He’s a private person. Let’s just keep an eye.”
“He’s a nice kid. I wish him luck. It’s a shame.”
“It’s a shame for the rest of us too.”

Is that how I look? I’m hairy all over! What’s crawling on me? Why is my heart
so loud, what is my blood doing? I don’t understand anything, I can read the
dirt better if I draw in it eyes closed & then read after.

The world is daring me to join it & leave it behind. How do I decide
which to do? Have the stars always been hanging from strings, what is holding
them?

Has it always been tonight? Has it always been like this?

“It’s OK. Everything is fine. Shh, don’t talk, not yet. Drink this water.
Slowly. There. Everything is fine. Drink a little more. That’s good.”

“What’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .wrong?”

“They take you straight & hard, no doubt. Nice, yes? Good, very nice.
You’re calming & settling into it. You’re nearly ready. It’s going well. Everything’s
fine.”

“What’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . my . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . name?”

“Everything’s fine. You’ll remember,” said the mushroom from high
up, dropping words in icicles.

Looking down the world seems covered in mushrooms in many colors
& shapes, running, swimming, barking, firing guns, buried in boxes, blowing

cool moves in soft, licking, no bite. He knows that for awhile it will be strange
til what clouds & blocks gives way.

The men are jolly tonight, someone is passing around a bottle, there is
singing. He listens vaguely, loving them more than any words or embrace. They
watch out for him but leave him his distance.

“He’s a thinker, that one.”
“What’s he think about?”
“Pussy, booze, a good meal, a nice bed. Like all of us.”
“Nah. He’s special. We’re blessed by him.”
“Yah, all this, & a queer little kid off thinking by himself.”
“Look, I’m not fooling. You meet people sometimes, they’re not normal.

They have a halo around them. Not like Jesus but, special. It’s like they see the
world different, & it sees them different. I’ve known them. My grandmother,
rest her soul. She saw things.” Shrugs. Pull of bottle.

“Like a saint or an angel you’re saying?”
“Sorta. Not really. He’s a street kid, you can see that. But there’s

something more to him. I’ll miss him.”
Earth’s secrets. Cordelia’s angel-blue purse. That’s the color she named

it.
“Angels are blue?”
“Their souls are.”
“Angels have souls?”
“Of course. That’s how they become people. Well, babies. And that’s

what happens after too.”
“We’re angels?”
“Of course. Not just us. Angels aren’t shaped like people. They take on

forms in the world. Rocks. Dogs. Oceans.”
“The whole world is angels, Cordelia?”
“Yes.”
“How do you know?”
“I dreamed it. And I knew it was right more than anything ever in my

life.”
Earth’s secrets everywhere, lick the air & taste them as they rise up.

Cordelia’s angel-blue purse. The world filled with blue-souled angels in every
shape & substance.

A little shudder, like a small ocean wave arriving within. Delicious.
Happy. Mysterious.

A fire over there & watch how its sparks float to the sky, how it never
keeps its shape, what is it, fire? What does it do & why, could he find a way to
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If he was supposed to leave this place, he had to know for sure, not
because he had a job he hadn’t asked for, but because his path was moving on,
as his life with Cordelia had come & gone.

So he went to see the viney mass near the quiet road; it seemed the sure
thing to do.

He sat near them in the full moonlight & trusted the mushroom spirits
would aid him. He sat there for a fair while.

xlv.

The vines form into a man’s face though he is sure they don’t always do
that.

“You’ve come this far. Are you ready for more?”
“I don’t know.”
“Are you curious?”
“Does it get scary again?”
A laugh ringing deeper than ever these words in his head. Shaking him

within.
“It always gets scary again while you live & breathe on that plane of

yours. The secret is to know & experience more!”
This last word blows wild through him, body & mind. The leaf-formed

face disappears & he feels a world coalescing around him. He’s forgotten where
he began & releases entirely to what next.

Something large & square in the distance before him. Glowing with
images. People’s heads . . . seated as he finds he is.

“Dylan, I’m so glad we’re here,” said a bright pretty voice next to him.
Cord . . . elia?
Looks like her. Light blue eyes. Pink striped blonde head. Seashell

necklace. Warmth. Sweetness. Curiosity. Restlessness. Fear. Stubbornness.
She holds his hand twined with hers. Her eyes snap back to the movie

screen. He tries to remember that day they skipped out to the movies. Is he
time-travelling? Is this Heaven?

Their movie eludes him & he wonders how it relates to the mushrooms
& the vine-faced man. Colors not people then not colors but shapes. What
does Cordelia see? He wants to tell her so many things, more than he knew til
now.

I don’t like living under a highway. I don’t talk to people anymore.
They try to help me like I’m one of them, like you can help a stranger without

everywhere in scents & melodies
& then nothing.

“He’s just staring.”
“He ain’t dead. He’s breathing.”
“Is it a seizure? Epi-whatsy?”
“Nah. My kid sister had that.”
“Do we get him to the emergency room?”
“Don’t. I’m OK.”
“What did he say?”
“I’m OK. I’m OK. Just let me . . . sit.”
Hours. Days. He waits. He breathes. Notices the moon & watches it

pass very slowly.
Finally says aloud “Where is my sister Cordelia? Please tell me.”
Nothing. Just nothing.
“Tell her I’m OK? Tell her I love her. Tell her I remember. Tell her I’m

sorry.”
Maybe something. Sum your life & figure.

It’s pretty nice after awhile. Things seem sweeter. I don’t know. I’m listening but
someone cares enough to write it down. I’m as much a conscious creature as he
who would intend me. I could like or dislike him. It’s possible.

Things shimmer awhile & dissolve & it’s OK, release, loss, hope, beauty, words,
what’s left, goodbye.

“He’s saying goodbye”
“Where’s he going?”
“I dunno. You don’t think he ate some magic mushrooms?”
“Like the Indians? Peyote & all that?”
“Yah, maybe he got a bag from that injun who was around here for awhile.”
“I thought they were all drunks now.”
“Yah, mostly, it’s sad. But not all. It’s like everything, most forget, a few
remember.”

Under the freeway there were many pillars & where the men stood & camped
the ground was hilly, eventually rising up to a quiet road. Dylan liked the many
pillars,  & up the near the road he sometimes stopped awhile among the vines
& weeds there. How does home happen? By time & quirk, I suppose.
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“ E“ EA S T E RA S T E R G GR E E T I N GR E E T I N G  T OT O M MYY

VV E R YE R Y B BE S TE S T B BU N N YU N N Y! ”! ”
says its cartoony cover with two bunnies arm in arm smiling.

Dylan looks it over, reading the sentiment too deeply for its intent. He
doesn’t think to open the card but lays it down on the small table between him
& the old man.

The man looks at the card & then at Dylan.
“You’re a Christian?” he asks.
“I don’t think so.”
“That card is hardly part of the story.”
“Story?”
“Their Empire rules all, some by invisible strings in things, some more

obviously”
“Empire?”
His eyebrows are like old slow bugs fat upon their branches. His eyes

are older still, & they do not see Dylan as another sketchy kid hanging out
punk-broke. His eyes see him deeply like Cordelia did.

“Everywhere you go, anything you touch, most of what you think, the
Empire has programmed. We abide in their seat of power.”

Cordelia thought trees had great power. She said the younger ones
talked to her but the older ones didn’t have much to do with language.

The old man is drawing a map with a blue ball point pen & a scrap of
notebook paper.

“Europe . . . New World . . . colonies . . . missionaries . . . Founding
Fathers. Illumnatus . . . secret societies . . . power within power . . . slaves to
corporate multinationals . . .” on & on he talked, his voice by turns angry,
fearful, cajoling, Dylan lost him quickly & felt a droning music lift the air
suddenly with drums & organs, now shivering in elevating shroom space, how
the walls angled oddly, why am I here, where do I go next? Is this place safe?

“Yes, it’s safe,” says the old man suddenly. “Don’t worry. Even after
hours nobody is pushed out blindly. The Resistance takes care of everyone one
who seeks it.”

Cordelia talked once in awhile like this. Paranoid, intimate. She’d read
strange books & get so spooked she’d avoid libraries for weeks. “I have to believe
the world is good,” she said bluntly one night. “I have to believe it.”

The old man has ceased his ramble. He rests eyes closed now, at his
ease though still tensely alert.

Dylan looks around wondering what next.

even knowing his name.
They don’t ask, they don’t listen. I don’t tell, I don’t want to. I protect

myself & my memories.
“I wish this was real,” he says aloud in a whispered croak.
“It can be,” she smiles.”“Look!” She points to the screen & it’s different

now.

xlvii.

Now walk, Dylan, walk toward the city, the long night is pushing you
to engage it, to find what you can in this city, walk & hum songs which come
back to you from the radio Cordelia would play. It was a pink transistor radio
with a white cat’s face & feline body & it could be plugged in or run by two
little batteries.

Cordelia listened to it before going to bed, she said the music that
played would color her dreams.

What you’re hearing now, of course, is her humming voice, her sway to
some songs & finger dance to others, how she’d doodle as she listened to the
news, the radio was her favorite thing. Well, you were her favorite person but
the radio was quite special too.

Now you’re in the city. Its streets slathered in darkness, little open &
why are you here?

Over that bridge, the endless busy freeway below, wondering what it
would feel like to jump into it, shuddering at the attraction.

OK, now, turn onto that side street, walk & walk, how it feels like
flying, how shroom reality is still uplifting you, good, there you are, through
that door, the cavernous coffeehouse, here is a place for you, a gift for when
you’ve left behind the bridge. Here is where invisible souls come too, the kind
that you can see.

An old man in a ragged floppy hat is sitting in a rusty armchair &
looking about for a companion, who? He doesn’t know. You sit in the armchair
next to his in the small room among many, a couch its other piece of furniture,
its light by beat-up lamps.

Sit. Close your eyes. Relax. Let the world arrive before you. Cusp of
new, that’s where you are, that’s what this is.

Dylan’s eyes open & sees on the grey linty rug below what looks like a
greeting card.
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begging sentiment. Not at all.”

lxii.

“I don’t intend to teach you everything. You’ll take to some topics more
than others. What I intend is to watch out for you. In return you’ll keep me
knowing the streets better. An old man is like an old boat, slow, less
maneuverable, not safe in more turbulent, murky waters. Sometimes we’ll work
together, maybe days or weeks at it. This is one way it’s done. There are others,
unknown others. A single method would render everyone vulnerable. Not
everything gets through.”

Dylan listened, & waited for his instructions. Being young, he was
used to lectures & then orders. He liked this man, wondered what he could
need that Dylan could do.

But no instructions came. Or was it when he said “beware & be aware”?
He didn’t know but they did not come in any way he could easily figure anyway.

The mushrooms & the many hours had tired him. He knew an alley
nearby where sleep would be safe.

But the old man wasn’t done with him yet.

lxv.

Dylan trudging back to his home, how he thinks of it, the rolled-up
sleeping bag, an old tired orange color, & a sack of clothes & things. Little
really he would miss if stolen. Glad to see them though. His bedding will feel
good around him.

No dawn yet but the night sky is diminishing color. The mushrooms
are present but no longer pushing at him. He gave them everything tonight.
Everything returned.

Now in several layers of clothing & zipped up in his bag, a few brief
thrashes to sort out bones & muscle comfort. There. Traffic whoosh on the
bridge above a kind familiar. All but a few of the camp are long since asleep.
Distant snores.

The future hangs wide before him. It seems at one moment like the
pages of a blank book, at another like the sea, or maybe the sky, or something
else. He accepts now that people are aware of him, they care, sometimes they
will advise or even urge him along. This is how the world is sometimes.

He knows Cordelia is somewhere still, that she has not forgotten him,
& believes, a little, in the chance they will meet again some way. The mushrooms

l.

The old man wakes, takes off his hat & roughly pats down his wild of
white uncombed hair.

“Mary Magdelene had a child named Sarah by her husband Jesus,” he
said sans preamble. “After the Crucifixion, she & Sarah fled to France where
they lived out their lives. Some say Sarah was heir to Jesus’ teachings, not the
disciples.”

Dylan blinks.
“But there’s a deeper story than that. That’s what you call the popular

alternative to the official myth. There’s more to it that is little known. Long
ago, I was a scholar of ancient books. This led me for a time to regard myself as
bearer of some kinds of esoteric human wisdom. I began to preach. People
listened to me. Some cared for my ideas, others denounced them.

“Eventually I stopped preaching. I had ceased regarding myself as a
knower & felt I was a profound fraud.”

Dylan is bound to the old man’s words as they come out in soft pinks
& bright blues, as they scatter around the room like sparkles & settle on faces
& chairs like dandelion seed.

“Now my path of humility is well-walked. I am ready to engage some
of my old ideas. My dreams have stopped their tortures & bid me near again. I
look at you tonight & know something must be seen greatly in this moment.
Something new must pick up & carry on newly from where we sit right here
together.”

lii.

Dylan & the old man out in the city, the hour later, Dylan’s trip unfinished.
“I knew many of them back then. Leary. Alpert. Huxley. There was no

consensus, just excitement & fear. Was it real? we’d ask each other. Was this the
way elsewhere, not moon shots, not Apocalypse? There were many more quiet
moments than popularly remembered. It wasn’t some race to the climax. It was
all climax & none.”

He pauses. “We thought we had something.”
Dylan’s feet seem someone else’s, he watches them too fascinated to

listen. Are they someone else’s? Would this old man tell him if he asked? Would
he know?

“You’re doing fine, new through the doorway I imagine. Very welcome
too. There’s so much work to do & it can’t be all done by us decrepits with our
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Dylan nods rather than disputing.
“But we ain’t seen you on it in awhile,” speaks up another drinker.

“Did you quit?”
Dylan looks at Mr. Bob. He wipes the bar, spotless already, & decides.

Removes his crazy colors apron & says, “Come along, Son.”
“Hey! Don’t take him away! We like him!” “It’s a good show, kid!”
Mr. Bob the barman takes Dylan’s hands & brings him through an old

oaken doorway. He hears someone behind him say “Aww Jeez, he’s being brought
to the hippy druggies. Us boozers ain’t good enough!”

The bar disappears as they pass through. Dylan breathes hard & keeps
walking.

lxxiv.

The man standing next to him is a ruddy-faced preacher, younger than
the one back in the city but just as intense & mouthy

“You want a hint? I’m going to give you one right now at this freak
gathering. Listen near”

Dylan leans near & the music stops, the world falls back & gone & the
preacher pulls him along from nowhere to intenser nowhere

“Mistakes are one path to God’s grace,” the words tap his cheeks
alternately, “That’s one. What a man needs in this world is his captain, a book,
& a boat. That’s two. Go! Do with them!”

World returns with a great sucking force & the preacher is gone &
here is Rebecca, another new friend. Her smile is blossoms like Cordelia’s. With
her is that other man, now without his apron.

“How are you, Son?” he asks.
Dylan, unused to talking, croaks “OK. I’m OK.”
“Fine. I’m glad to see you again.”
Dylan nods, agreeing.
“Your name is Dylan?”
Nods.
“I’m Charles. Or Chuck. Or Mr. Bob. Your choice.” His smile is good,

tells Dylan more than he can process quickly.
The girl, Rebecca, takes his hand & he sees her ring, a pinkly glowing

beast, a furred jewel. Cordelia would like it.
She points. “The tall man with the guitar is my father, Rich. That’s his

band Noisy Children. We’re at their show.” She’s happy. This is how.

convinced him that he does not know all, most, hardly even some about life.
Someone turns up a radio & he hears a rock song, sad, complete in its

sadness. He doesn’t know it, its name or the group. But he listens. Two guitars
twine through it, rhythm acoustic, electric lead. Bass drums & keyboards
underneath. It ripples up slowly & washes back suddenly. The singer’s voice is
young, sincere, elusive:

Can you hear the silence?
I can hear it too
Can I listen to the silence?
& share it with you?

Nice words. Cordelia would like them. She said music fed her, said she liked it
better than most food.

It fades, the radio moves off but the music does not go & Dylan closes
his eyes deeper to stay within it. He wonders what caused it, who that singer is,
who the song was for—

Sleep resembling waking dream moves in as he opens toward it—
“I can let you stay, Son, but not sell you any booze,” the man says to

him as around him clears. He’s in a tavern, dark, wooden, fairly peopled but
not too.

“I don’t drink,” he says softly.
The barman smiles. “Me either. Would you like to drink some iced

water with me?”
Dylan nods.
“Are you OK?”
“Where is this?”
“Luna T’s Cafe”
“Portland?”
Pause. “Not exactly. But don’t worry. You’re safe. Nobody has to leave

who’s in danger. We try to take care of people.”
Dylan sips.
“Say, you’re that actor from that TV show. TripTown!” says one of the

boozier drinkers suddenly.
He turns slowly. “I’m not an actor.”
“You look just like him. Come on!”
“Let him be,” says Mr. Bob with quiet authority.
“I didn’t mean nothing! I like your show! It’s crazy but we watch it all

the time here.”
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He wants to talk to them. “I’ve had a long night,” he starts. Stops. “I
started in another place.”

They listen & nod. He thinks, tries to remember. “My friends got me
a job. It was a surprise.” They smile. It gets a little easier. “They wanted me to
live a little better. I liked where I was but they worried.”

Then what? They see his discomfort & each takes one of his hands &
they walk toward the fire, the many drummers. Dylan feels all of this crawling
deep inside himself, crackling sometimes, jumping, falling, lets it, lets it a little
more.

He says no more but will later. This is something he likes.
A captain. A book. A boat.
Mistakes one path to God’s grace.
What else?
Do what with them?
What to do with any of it, the night all around & its grooves, its groans,

what to do of it,
between nothing & everything, respond, raise a bit, today, tomorrow,
eyes raise up & around a bit more—
yes, I think so, & reach however clumsy toward other souls, out & true

as can be—
Wisdom, if ever, if any, occurs among the threads & the moments,

subtle, persist, one leaf til two til more—
Dylan finally tires of everything & removes back to his sleeping bag

under the bridge, the remain of this night he’ll have alone & private in the
world—

No music around the camp to disturb him. Nothing. Deepest sleeping
hours.

Noisy Children happy because blown wide & no audience left awaiting
them tonight, many came along, willing, wanting to breach a perpetual sense
of waiting, of next—

Some remain with night’s last curls, sheen of streetlight on a tree, rain slathered
across pavement, mute neon high & low, streaking headlights, what voices still
jingle randomly—it comes & comes again—day’s clumsy arc, night’s smooth
descent, dream’s perfect low, comes again, again, again—

She sketches slow & fast, several pictures, two at once, a grainy one of symbols,
a smooth one of leaves, she lays between her pads & plays them easy & long,
piano hands transformed by will, the moon between, the stars among,

she plays them piano up & feel it gallop, follow, not a trail from your
eyes onward, more twist upward from earth & writhe to the blinks & curls
known & none—

Dylan dreams her playing her two pads & finds warmth, nearly words,
music, a touch, a remembrance

he finds comfort & he sleeps more deeply, leaving his mushroom
companions til another time, surely there’ll be—

leaves all but the least fragment of his named soul & his rest bears him
new with the next sun—

* * * * * *
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of dully living in it.

Gwyllm Llwydd lives in Portland, Oregon. His gorgeous art is a recent addition
to the pages of The Cenacle. More of his work and art can be found at
http://gwyllm-arts.com.

Emma Page lives in Portland, Oregon. Her art & photography has appeared
occasionally in The Cenacle. Hers and Nemo Boko’s website, http://
r6xx.com, contains more of her enigmatic work.

Daniel Schroyer lives in Colfax, California. We met in 2008 via the chance
routes of cyberspace, & schemed together to publish some of his good
& gritty poems. Wishinghis ambitions be broad & calm as he travels
on.

Kassandra Soulard lives in Portland, Oregon. She is Scriptor Press’s Assistant
Editor & its glimmering loveliness. I am sure & glad of her, as Piglet is
of Pooh.

Raymond Soulard, Jr. lives in Portland, Oregon, in varying states of enthusiasm,
fear, obsession, & hope. The past haunts, the future beckons, & yet it
is this present hour to which I must give all.

Victor Vanek lives in The Dalles, Oregon. His photography is an odd &
delightful new addition to The Cenacle’s pages, artfully good & true to
its plain truths.

Michael Van Kleeck lives in Portland, Oregon. His poetry & photography began
appearing in The Cenacle in 2008, mewing & shouting his grand visions
of beauty & disappearance.

Emma Page
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